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OUR UNIQUENESSexperience 
in school leadership and teaching



At Mathakondapalli Model School, (M M School or MMS) located near Hosur, Tamil Nadu, our primary objective is to cultivate an educational system in accordance with the principles outlined in the National Education Policy 2020 (NEP 2020). We are dedicated to implementing an education system that places a strong emphasis on experiential learning, holistic development, integration of subjects, fostering inquiry-based learning, promoting a spirit of discovery, prioritizing the learner’s individual journey, facilitating discussion-based learning, ensuring flexibility, and making the learning experience enjoyable for all students.

In our pursuit of excellence, we are actively engaged in the development of a transformative educational model that aligns with the ambitious goals set by NEP 2020 for 21st-century education
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 LIBERATING CREATIVITY







Mathakondapalli Model School (MMS) is dedicated to fostering self-directed education within a relaxed learning environment. Our aim is to provide a conducive learning space where the inherent 




Read More
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 CURRICULUM & PEDAGOGY







In every aspect of the learning experience at RICE-MMS, our primary objective is to make each day of education enjoyable, enriching, and enlightening. This commitment is evident in the way we conduct 






Read More
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21ST CENTURY SCHOOL







Mathakondapalli Model school, the best school in Hosur is designed to help the learners to discover the joy of learning — a secure place to explore, grow and make a meaning for their life.




Read More
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FACILITIES AND ORGANISATION







Staying true to our mission statement, various facilities have been put in place for facilitating the capacity building of our students to bring in an all-around growth and development




Read More










We welcome you to learn more about our admission processWe’re always happy to hear from you



Reach Us









THE FUTURE IS NOWreimagining and recreating learning for all!



Today’s changes and tomorrow’s uncertainties direct how MM School is building a Resilient School Community for the new normal life. We continuously learn and practice the four key principles of a resilient school community and go forward to sustain it.




Learn More
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THE FUTURE IS NOWVirtual Reality classroom



Immersive learning environments powered by virtual reality (VR) are transforming the educational landscape at our school. Virtual reality (VR) is a rapidly developing technology with the potential to revolutionize education. VR classrooms at our school allow students to experience immersive learning environments that are not possible in traditional classrooms.




Learn More
















Our Latest NewsVisit Our Insights and latest news







Visit Our Blog
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June 19, 2023Admission, Student
Mathakondapalli Model School
Learners who are healthy, well-nourished, and ready to participate and learn, and supported in learning...
Read More
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January 31, 2023Admission, Student
Quality Dimensions of Education
Learners who are healthy, well-nourished, and ready to participate and learn, and supported in learning...
Read More
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events & programs



View All Events
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January 19, 2024
Access to the Impossible, Virtual Education, MMS

Read More
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December 26, 2023
•Admission, Student
Short Film Expo

Read More
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December 23, 2023
•Admission, Student
Dad & Me

Read More

















TESTIMONIALS



	
RICE MMS is all About unique education. Here in MMS the learning methods and teaching concepts are entirely different as compared to other schools .Both the environment and the education system is simply awesome in MMS. We are the only school to Introduce re-imagining educational system. Our school have a thirst for change and innovation in the system to uphold the rights of the every student. Our school is well equipped with laboratories for experimentations. MMS is a Microsoft Showcase school, Where we made collaboration with Microsoft to Make the education system more innovative and effective. Our school has well trained and talented faculties and also Microsoft innovative educator experts (MIEE). Me as a student in MMS, I have been studying here for past 10 years made millions of happy memories in the school campus. I am very blessed to be in part of this family.


Manoj – Grade XI Commerce



	
I have been studying in MMS for past 12 years. The natural environment, awesome faculty, the approach and teaching for each and every student is different, which makes our school unique. Here in our school teachers value our talents, skills, knowledge than our academic marks. Our school not only teaches scholastic lessons, but it also teaches the lessons required for our life. One of my favorite thing about my school is their vision ‘’ All children have equal rights to quality life’’ and mission ‘’To develop models in education and to enhance the capacity of individuals, families, organizations and communities’’. They organize various events and Programs to improve our talents. Overall I love my school and I am Grateful that I am studying in such a wonderful school.


Deepan Raj.J XI - Commerce



	
Schools are a place where we get to make friends, learn new things and grow every day. Similarly, my school MMS played the same role in my life. I would like to take this opportunity to extend my gratitude towards teachers and school. Your valuable suggestions still show me a path whenever I stumble down.

had got best teachers and learning facilities. Which turned me into a new leaf. I feel so proud to be a part of this school. I once again like to thank my teachers for their valuable guidance and constant support.


Niriksha.R



	
School is said to be a temple of knowledge. The very first place that introduced you to the world and my school life is all about the memories I deeply cherish. I express my prefound sense of gratitude to my school “MMS ” for providing me such a friendly and kind teachers who were always there to support and encourage me in every step I take.

As soon as the school life is over and entering the real world. I realize that how my teachers moulded me to face it and they made my life less complicated. Thanks for having my back…


Sandhiya Y



	
School life lived well, given memories to cherish and friends to keep for life time and would never be able to enjoy such a carefree life again. I’m very greatful to be a part of MMS. I have gained much knowledge and experience. I thank my teachers who had nourished me with values and positive traits. I’m overwhelmed by the support and guidance given by my teachers and friends. I’m very thankful for my respected teachers, principal, and MMS


Megha singh



	
Hello!! I’m Maneesh Aravind.

Mathakondapalli Model School (MMS) was like heaven for me because Three years back I got expelled from my old school where I was told that I can’t improve my performance anymore and mms gave me an opportunity to continue my schooling. Whenever felt low on myself, my teachers motivated me a lot. They helped me to boost my self-confidence. I’m really grateful for my beloved teachers who helped me for expressing myself out. They appreciated me every time for every work even it was a small thing. They helped me find my strength and weakness. My teachers helped me to choose my carrier path. Mms is not just a school it’s an emotion of students. Thanks to our teachers who actually help students and listen to their views.


Maneesh Aravind



	
I have visited the MMS Campus and is very impressed with their state-of-the-art technology. I am very appreciative of MMS’ objective to ensure the overall development of the students with a holistic approach. This is a school of the future.


Julie Samy



	
I highly recommend this school to all the parents. My ward has been studying in this school since Nurseryand now he is in 9th grade I am glad that I made the best decision of my life for my child’s education as well as co-curricular activities.


Malar Vizhi



	
MMS school is truly one of the best cbse schools in hosur. The school provides various useful facilities for the overall development of a student in all fields while not compromising on the academic respect. Best infrastructure…Very good environment.. friendly teacher’s.


Fanuel Samuel



	
MMS most Experience & Excellence in School field Last 15 years & More . Only CBSE school have Affordable fee structure and reasonable fee also . No Hidden fee. Good infrastructure & Great Staff Faculty Friendly Management team.


Mahesh Krishna













Visit to our newsletter

Get the latest educational resources on the market delivered to your inbox

View More
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As the Best CBSE School in Hosur, MM School strives for continuous improvement of our teaching-learning process and the school environment.

CBSE Affiliation Number: 1930175
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Reach Us

Address : Thally Road, Mathakondapalli – Post, Via Hosur – 635 114

Email : info@ricemms.com

Phone : +91 4344 668260 / 70 / 80

Mobile : +91 94878 10760  / 
 8459 200 300 
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